
 
Lavasa City unveils its magic of Mesmerizing Monsoon! 

• Come, relax, refresh and rejuvenate at Lavasa hill city this monsoon  
• Avail attractive monsoon packages from 15th June to 30th September 2014 

Lavasa, June 19, 2014: Is the rain-soaked countryside your idea of a breathtaking landscape? Do you 
think a refreshing trek in the hills interspersed with waterfalls is the perfect monsoon break? Is sipping a 
hot cuppa at a lakeside eatery as raindrops gently caress your face just what you want to do this 
monsoon? You can indulge in all this and more at Lavasa, India’s first planned hill city. To make your visit 
a delightful experience Lavasa City now offers ‘Lavasa Holidays – Mesmerizing Monsoon Packages’ 

Monsoons are the best time to visit the hill city of Lavasa, tucked away in the Sahyadris. Having a 
topography that consists of a sprawling lakeside, green-dotted valleys, rivulets of rain fed waterfalls, cliffs, 
and of course rough rocks giving the much needed break to your sight’s velocity, this haven 
of Lavasa looks in its best revitalizing form during monsoon. There’s a sense of revelry, merriment and 
abandon in the air that is almost sinful. It is a destination for all, whether you are looking for a perfect 
family outing, or a romantic getaway. Lavasa City is well connected by the major cities and offers a lot to 
rejuvenate your body and soul. 

'Lavasa Holidays – Mesmerizing Monsoons', offers an assortment of exciting holiday packages to 
celebrate the onset of the season. With great adventure sports, nature trails, luxury hotels, exotic spas 
and a lot more, Lavasa gives you an opportunity for a great family getaway where leisure is a way of life.  

So, pack your bags and turn on the fun this season with the exciting monsoon packages at Lavasa!  

For more information contact the Tourist Information Centre at Lavasa, open all days from 9 am to 6 pm 
and can be accessed through: Tel:  +91 20 6473 1022; www.lavasa.com; SMS ‘HOLIDAYS’ to 57575 
and via e-mail: tourism@lavasa.com 

About Lavasa 
 Lavasa is India’s first hill city where people can live, work, learn and play in harmony with nature. Lavasa 
is an inclusive city being developed by HCC (Hindustan Construction Company) over 10,000 hectares, is 
based on the principles of New Urbanism. It takes three hours from Mumbai and one hour from Pune to 
reach Lavasa by road. Lavasa hosts a multitude of global leaders in hospitality, tourism, education, health 
care, business research and industry. The hill city provides a combination of contemporary and timeless 
architectural designs, with multiple options for housing including rental housing, apartments and villas. 
With state-of-the-art infrastructure and amenities, the city enables people to live life in full. 
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